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Boo! Stingers and Ghosts

The buzz heard around the school regarding costumes for Halloween was shaking

the hive. Students were contemplating angel or devil, superhero or a villain, but

STA did not disappoint.

The costumes this year

were amazing. From

animated characters, to

period pieces, to the

campers set up at the

front of the school and

there was no way the

costumes could go

unappreciated. So the

wonderful LEAD team at

STA rolled out the red

carpet for a costume

fashion show! As selected students came down in their wonderful costumes to

showcase their school spirit and collect their prize, the energy and excitement was

one that needed to be shared with the school, but worry not, there is a solution.

On the stinger voice website, a poll has been set up where members of the

student body can vote on their favorite costumes from the 2021 season.

Additionally, Ms. Zeigler’s class set up an amazing haunted house for students to

go through. With major frights and jump scares, it was a fun, scary one to go

through. If you didn't get a chance to go through it, you don't know what you

missed out on.

Stinger Voices- “How do you feel about students being given lockers?”

“It makes everything feel how it did before COVID and gives the real high school

experience” - Anonymous

“I love it!” - Matthew S (11)

“I’m super excited we are getting them back, it makes the school year feel more

normal and I don’t like carrying around my bag” - Taya G (11)

A Teacher's Life - Mr. Spignesi

In this edition of A Teacher’s Life, we will be looking into the world of STA’s new
Auto teacher: Mr. Spignesi! Not only is this Mr. Spignesi’s first year teaching at STA,
but its his first year as a teacher in general! Although his teaching experience is

close to nothing,
his years in the
auto industry as
well as his
knowledge of
cars and other
types of
automobiles is
more vast than
anyone at the
school. Before
moving into a job
in the field of
high school

education, Mr. Spignesi was apart of the Honda
team for 15 years. While being part of this
team, Mr. Spignesi was able to build his skills,
becoming more and more knowledgeable and
skilled in the field of mechanics, eventually
leaving Honda after wanting to find a new
career that  involved mechanics. As the new
auto teacher, Mr. Spignesi sasy that it is a very
big adjustment from dealing with advanced
machinery to keeping track of students.
“At all times of the day, I have to make sure that

my students come in with 10 fingers, and leave

with 10 fingers”.

In today’s auto shop, the grade 10s are taking

in different teachers cars so that the winter

tires and breaks can be swapped for the

upcoming winter months.

Special to The Stinger Voice

Mrs. Ziegler's New Style: A Reflection by Toni H.

On Friday September 17th, Ms. Ziegler cut her

hair because we surpassed our fundraiser goal for

Terry Fox. In turn, she decided that whoever won

the Terry Fox Run fundraiser challenge, could cut

a piece of her hair. We cut Mrs. Ziegler’s hair in

the Cosmetics room in the Science hall. I decided

to cut her hair because it was my first time ever

trying something like this, so I did not want to

miss the opportunity. I was very nervous to do it. I

did not want to mess it up, but I was also very

excited. Mrs. Ziegler told me not to be too

nervous about cutting her hair, because she

was going to go to the hair stylist afterwards.

She decided to donate the hair to Angel Hair

For Kids- A Child's Voice Foundation. Overall I

think it was worth it and it was a good

experience!

Right: Mrs. Jacobs cuts some of Ms. Ziegler’s

hair, as Mrs. Holmes (background) hosts the

live

streamed

event.

Left: Vice Principal Gomes cuts some of Ms.

Ziegler’s hair during the event.

“Ms. Ziegler really showed the Stinger spirit by

donating her hair to cancer patients but also it

was a big incentive to get students to donate to

the Terry Fox Run Fundraiser. Ms. Ziegler is an

amazing inspiration” - Mrs. Holmes

Sports Teams are Back in Action!

The Senior Girls

basketball team

didn’t have the start

to the season they

wanted. However,

the girls overcame

these setbacks and

rallied together as a

family as the

shortened season

progressed.  Making

it all the way to the

final game in the

Catholic

Championships! “We are so proud of how we did this season and we will miss all

the bonds we’ve created over the years!” Unfortunately, the team lossed to Patrick

Fogarty, but still managed to bring home second place.

New Video Game Releases!

The month of October provided an array of new video

games from sports games to horror and many more. Top

watches this month were FIFA 22, with its improved

control over active players. The fan-favourite, Alan Wake

Remastered, a dark thrilling mystery to be solved. A

change of pace with Far Cry 6 and its detailed settings,

creatively-evil villains and array of equipment used for

progression. Fans of zombie games were excited for

Back 4 Blood, the offspring of Left 4 Dead made by the

same creators carrying on fighting the waves of undead

zombies. This month of Halloween proves to be a great

success for video game players of all interests
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Artist of the Month: Mrs. Ziegler’s Grade 12 Art Class

This Stinger Halloween Haunt was a great success once again. With a Halloween

Runway for the best costume and the scary haunted house in the Art Room. Ms.

Ziegler's art class

performed their magic

and really

demonstrated their

creativity and ability

with limited time and

resources. The artists

of the month are the

students of the Mrs.

Ziegler’s grade 12 Art

class. Amazing job

setting up, developing

and running the

haunted house. All

students enjoyed the spooky Halloween experience and created more fun

memories!

Stinger Voices- “How do you feel about the new car drop-off and pick-up

system?”

“I think it is more confusing especially to the parents” - Kevin C (12)

“I think it is more crowded but more efficient” - Anonymous

“I don’t like the pickup system because it delays the busses and makes me late for

work sometimes” - Anonymous

The STA Woodshop: Serious, yet Fun!

Among the many fun and engaging activities

that STA provides, like music, where if you

walk by, you have the chance to hear either

the most beautiful sounds you’ll ever hear, or

you hear that one wrong note of the day, or

even hospitality, where the most delicious

aromas can be smelt from anywhere in such a

classroom; woodshop is both the messiest,

and most dangerous. With machines that can

seriously injure, or even a hammer that will

fall on your foot, our amazing students have

been doing work that both looks and feels

great. Projects in our STA woodshop,

currently, include a versatile laptop tray and,

as a few students were assigned, backpack

hooks that will benefit the woodshop class in the future. Our woodshop classes

have been working hard, cleaning hard, learning hard, and the many rules of such

classes, although hard to remember, have

been remembered and are abided by on a

daily basis. Woodshop is a fun class to take,

partly because of the many hands-on

activities, and partly because the teacher, Mr

Madigan, makes it fun. Rules aren’t fun to

follow, but it’s never a boring time in Mr

Madigan’s class. And if it is, you’re likely not

doing something right, because the

woodshop class is the place to demonstrate

creativity, intelligence, memory, and energy.

The woodshop students display these traits

pretty much perfectly, with the right amount

of humour, seriousness, dedication and all

the things that are needed in this classroom.

The laptop trays are looking amazing,

Stingers, so keep up the great work!!!

Above: Mr. Madigan instructs a student in the Woodshop

October Prayer

Did you know?

“The word "Halloween" comes from a combination of two words in the English

language. The word "hallow" means "holy" while the word "e'en" represents a

shortening of the word "evening." The word "hallows" means "holy ones" or

"saints." Thus "Hallow-e'en" or "Hallows' Eve" refers to "The Eve of All Saints."

Dear God,

Thank you for bringing us to another month. This month we celebrated All Souls

Day. All Souls Day reminds us of those who were once a part of our lives and are

now a part of our memories. God, help us to remember those people and help us

to pray for them. Help us to also pray for the souls in Purgatory that are waiting to

enter into your kingdom. Give us the comfort that they will rest in your arms and

remind us that we can, also, rest in your arms.

Amen

Meme of the Month Challenge - Win

a Tim’s Gift Card!

Caption this photo to create a

new meme and win a $10 gift

card from Tim’s! Submit your

captions to The Stinger Voice

Website

The Art of the Trade

On October 11th. Mr. Pozylek’s grade 12 accounting course had begun the start of

their simulated stock market competition. In this competition, each of the

students will be given $100,000 of simulated currency with the main goal of

investing in different stocks on the website that is based on factual data from

many different stock exchanges

around the world.  The students

will have to use what

knowledge they have of

financial data to invest their

money into different companies

with the hopes of having an

increased return. Not only does

the competition accompany the

students in the classroom, but

over 9,000 other people from around the world with the same hopes and goals as

the students that are representing the school. To date, Mark W. (12) has really

showed promise and is sitting in the top 5 provincially!

Important Dates:

Remembrance Day  - Nov 11
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Editors: Dylan Duffy (12), Emberlynn Annan (12)
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Website Editor and Developer: (11)Thomas Schellenberg

Fun Fact:
Humans are the only animals that enjoy spicy foods

Quote:
“Those who say it cannot be done, should not interrupt those doing it”
— Walt Whitman
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